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11th April 2020
LECTURE HALL, Level 4
PENANG MEDICAL COLLEGE

NORTHERN ORTHOPEDIC COURSE 2020
TIME TABLE:

0730 0800  REGISTRATION
0800 0830  PERASMIAN
0830 0900  INTRODUCTION TO MUSCULOSKELETAL ONCOLOGY AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION
0900 0930  RADIOLGY IN MUSCULOSKELETAL ONCOLOGY
0930 0950  PRINCIPAL OF BIOPSY IN MSK ONCOLOGY
0950 1020  PATHOLOGY IN MSK
1020 1040  TEA BREAK
1040 1110  CONCEPT OF SURGICAL MARGINS
1110 1140  PRINCIPAL OF RADIO AND CHEMO IN MSK
1140 1200  PRINCIPAL OF LIMB SALVAGE SURGERY IN MSK
1200 1230  BENIGN BONE AND SOFT TISSUE TUMOUR
1230 1300  MALIGNANT BONE TUMOURS
1300 1400  PHOTO SESSION & LUNCH
1400 1430  SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA
1430 1500  RECONSTRUCTION IN MSK
1500 1530  PALLIATIVE CARE IN MSK
1530 1550  BASIC CONCEPTS IN BONE METASTASIS
1550 1610  PRINCIPALS IN SPINAL METASTASIS
1610 1630  PRINCIPLES IN EXTRASPINAL METASTASIS
1630 1700  TEA BREAK & FAREWELL

COURSE FEE:

DOCTORS : RM150
ALLIED HEALTHCARE STAFF : RM100
NON KKM STAFF : RM200

ON SITE REGISTRATION COURSE FEE

DOCTORS : RM200
ALLIED HEALTHCARE STAFF : RM150
NON KKM STAFF : RM250

*REGISTER BEFORE 3RD APRIL 2020

FULLNAME :
NRIC :
EMAIL :
H/P NO :
PLACE OF WORK :

DESIGNATION : ☐ HOUSEOFFICER
☐ MEDICAL OFFICER
☐ ALLIED HEALTHCARE
☐ SPECIALIST

DIET : VEGETARIAN / NON-VEGETARIAN

ACCOUNT : POSTGRADUATES MEDICAL EDUCATION SOCIETY (PGMES)
BANK : MAYBANK
ACCOUNT NO. : 5070 7731 0945
PAYMENT PROOF PLEASE EMAIL to : nooc2020pg@gmail.com
FOR ENQUIRY PLEASE CONTACT : 012-4158338
- sms / whatsapp ONLY -